REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS ARE AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDED

AGENDA – NOVEMBER 18, 2014

TIME: 7:00 PM E.S.T.

SALUTE TO THE FLAG

ROLL CALL:

ROBERT HARVIE, JR., CHAIRMAN
JEFFRY E. DENCE, VICE-CHAIRMAN
JEFFREY ROCCO, SECRETARY
JEFF BORASKI, SUPERVISOR
BRIAN M. GALLOWAY, SUPERVISOR

ITEM #1: PUBLIC COMMENT – FIVE MINUTE LIMIT PER PERSON
        FORTY–FIVE MINUTE MAXIMUM

ITEM #2: CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS – 53 OLD LOCUST STREET –
        TMP# 13-032-044 – REMOVE OLD ROOF AND INSTALL NEW
        ARCHITECTURAL SHINGLES ON THE MAIN ROOF

ITEM #3: 2015 PROPOSED BUDGET PRESENTATION AND AUTHORIZATION TO
        ADVERTISE

ITEM #4: CONSIDER RESOLUTION FOR VIKING ASSOCIATES SEWAGE
        FACILITIES PLANNING MODULE

ITEM #5: ENGINEERS REPORT

ITEM #6: BILL LIST

ITEM #7: MINUTES – NOVEMBER 3, 2014

ITEM #8: EXECUTIVE SESSION

ITEM #9: MANAGER COMMENT

ITEM #10: BOARD COMMENT

ADJOURNMENT